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Setting up my audio system for HW 5.0 

My setup has five stereo channels (Spk A L,  Spk A R, Spk B L, Spk B R, … Spk E L, Spk E R) which we are used  as the 
main / front sounds, one stereo channel used for the rear sounds (Rear L, Rear R), a sub-woofer (Sub L, Sub R ) and 
a pair of headphones (Phones L, Phones R) (8 stereo outputs).  I use the HW built-in audio recorder.  

The audio devices have been given names by using the screen General Settings |Audio Devices and Channels. 
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Surround sound sample sets 

Mixer Preset 1 is used for sample sets which include independent front and rear samples.   

To configure the audio output system first load an instrument with independent front and rear samples.  

The audio output is configured from the end point (“speakers”), working back to the “sounding” samples. 

Open View Large Control Panels for this organ | Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings 

 

 

Click on Mixer/reverb 
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For Mixr prst 1 (Mixer Preset 1), use Master Mix Bus 1 to record live performances using the HW audio recorder and 
configured it as shown below.  Select the bus in the left-hand panel and configure it on the right-hand panel. 

 

This will be fed with the sound to record from other buses. Make certain there is no output device selected. 

 

Similarly configure Master Mix Bus 2 for the headphones - set the Audio output (device) channel in the right hand 

panel to the headphone audio output. 

 
and Master Mix Bus 3 for the sub-woofer. 
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Now configure Primary Buses for the front and rear speakers. 

To access the Intermediate and Primary Buses you must click on the Advanced items below Mixer Preset 8 Master 

Bus 8. 

 

Configure Mixer Preset 1 Primary Bus 0002 for the first speaker pair of the front output, Main A.    

Select the bus in the left-hand panel and configure the details in the right-hand panel. The Bus Name field should be 
completed. 
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Notice the audio output device to be used is configured and the Primary Bus is also configured to send the sound on 
to three other buses, Preset 1 Master Mix Buses 1,2 and 3 which were previously configured to send sound to the 
HW audio recorder, the headphones and the sub-woofer. 

 

This is repeated for each of the four other front/main speakers, Main B to Main E.  These all send the sound to the 
three Master Mix Buses so that the recording, headphones and subwoofer receive the sum of these channels. 

The rear speakers are similarly configured. 
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Again, notice that the rear channel, like the others sends the sound to the Master Mix Buses for recording, 
headphones and sub-woofer so that these “outputs” receive the sum of the front/main outputs and the rear 
outputs. 

Click OK at the bottom the mixer window to store the configuration.  You may reopen the audio mixer to check, 
correct or modify the settings. 

Now create two audio groups. Click Mixer bus groups (advanced multi-channel output) 

 

Select Mixer Preset 1 Bus Group 0002 and complete the right-side details as shown: name the group (Main) and set 
which Primary Buses are in that group (00002 Main A, 0003 Main B, … 0006 Main E). 
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The rear group is configured similarly. 

 

Notice the bus group 0001 has been named none and has no primary buses in the group. 
Click OK. 
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Two groups, Main and Rear have now been set up with the appropriate devices configured as Preset 1. 

Now configure the loaded instrument to make use of this audio configuration. Check that Mixer Preset is set to 1. 

Click Rank Routing (advanced, multi-channel output) 

 

Assign output groups for each of the ranks of the instrument.  

In this example the “Organ” ranks are assigned to the Main (front) output and the “Church” ranks to the rear 
output.   

 

Only Rank output perspective 1 is assigned to a group (Main) which has any buses; it has the 5 primary buses which 
connect to the speaker pairs A-E.  The allocation algorithm is used to decide which of the primary busses to be used 
when playing sound through this group (like HW 4, but there are more algorithms available in HW 5).  
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The effect of not assigning output is provided by assigning the output to a group with no buses in the group.    

Remember you can select multiple items (holding the shift key or holding the control key whilst selecting with the 
mouse) at the same time to speed up the assignment process. 

The “Church” samples are configured to use the Rear mixer bus group. 

 

By default, HW 5 sets the amplitude of the Output Perspective 1 to 100% and the other three perspectives to 0%.   

You can see this as follows:  Click on Rank voicing & surround/3D panning 
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Choose a rank and look at the Perspective mix: source persp to output persp 1 (front 1/main) (pct; retrigger)  

 

and Perspective mix: source persp to output persp 2 (front 2/upper) (pct; retrigger)  
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The voicing window is quite full of options to adjust. 
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This configuration only uses one of the four outputs (Output persp 1 (front 1/main)) and does not route output from 
the other three to any output buses.   

The configuration of preset 1 is now complete and the organ will play as expected, “organ perspective” through the 
five pairs of front speakers, “church perspective” through the pair of rear speakers and the sub will receive all 
sounds but only play a sound which is in the frequency range to which the sub responds.  The headphones and HW 
recording will receive the sum of all the sounds being produced. 

Preset 1 may be used for other instruments which have a similar audio arrangement. 

This Mixer Preset can also be used for “wet” stereo sample sets - in this case the Rear group is not assigned to any 
ranks (and the rear speakers are not used). 

For multi- channel sample sets with six (three stereo) individual samples for each note of each rank (e.g. Armley 
Schulze), as I only have front and rear speaker sets, I assign two of the samples (Chancel & Nave) to the Main Mixer 
Bus Group and the one (surround) to the Rear Mixer Bus Group. 

Note that any changes made to a Mixer Preset in a HW 5 configuration will apply to all virtual instruments that use 
that Mixer Preset (in that Hauptwerk configuration).  Remember that unlike in HW version 4, instruments do not 
need to be re-cached when their audio output is modified. 
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Adding reverberation  

My Mixer Preset 2 is set up to create reverberation for dry or dryish sample sets.  The five front pairs of speakers 
play the sound from the sample set and the rear pair have reverberation added to the output – the reverberation is 
generated with HW 5 using one of the impulse reverberations available for HW 5. 

The a number of Impulse Reverberation packages are included with HW 5.  Additional reverberation packages which 
are in the required HW 5 format may be installed using Hauptwerk installer (in the same way as other components).   

The process of setting up Preset 2 follows the same basic steps given above for Preset 1.  Although HW 5 does not 
include facilities to copy a Mixer Preset does allow multiple mixers to be set to the same value at the same time 
(see the manual).  Here we have set up the Mixer Presets independently.  

We use the same audio devices as we did for Preset 1.  Audio devices are common for all presets within a HW 
configuration.  Look at the screen General Settings |Audio Devices and Channels. We shall use the Rear L and Rear 
R pair for the output including the reverberation and the other outputs for the main (unprocessed) sound. 
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Load an organ which has stereo output to which you want to add reverberation. 

Now open View Large Control Panels for this organ | Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings 

Select Mixer preset 2 by pressing the Change button. 

 

 

Click on Mixer/reverb. 

Configure Mixer Preset 2 Master Mix Bus 1, 2 and 3 as before (for Preset 1) for recording, headphones and 
subwoofer.  

Take care to change Mixer Preset 2. 

Configure Preset 2 Master Mix Bus 4 for the reverberation output to the two Rear devices.  [We could add the 
impulse reverberation here but instead we shall use a Intermediate Mix Bus to do that.] 
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Configure Preset 2 Primary Mix Bus 2 to 6 to send output to the Speaker A to E devices and to the first three Master 
Mix Buses so that the recording, headphones and subwoofer receive the sum of these channels (as we did for 
Preset 1). In addition, for each of these Primary buses set them to send the output to Preset 2 Intermediate Bus 1. 

Note: To access the Intermediate and Primary Buses you must click on the Advanced items below Mixer Preset 8 
Master Bus 8. 
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Configure Mixer Preset 2 Intermediate Bus 1 as shown below.  Include the impulse reverberation.  The output is 
sent to Master Mix Bus 4 (to send the reverberation to the rear speakers), Master Mix Bus  1 (to include the 
reverberation in the recording), and to Master Mix Bus 2 (to include it in the headphone output).  You can select an 
impulse reverb from the impulse reverbs installed within Hauptwerk using the drop-down selector.  You can adjust 
the wetness of the reverb if desired. 

 

 

Click OK at the bottom the mixer window to store the configuration.  You may reopen the audio mixer to check, 
correct or modify the settings. 
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Now configure a single Bus Group.  Click Mixer bus groups (advanced multi-channel output) 

 

Select Mixer Preset 2 Bus Group 0002 and complete the right-side details as shown: name the group (Main) and 
select which Primary Buses are in that group (00002 Main A, 0003 Main B, … 006 Main E). 

 

Click OK. 

To use Preset 2:  with an organ loaded, to which you wish to add some reverberation, open View | Large Control 
Panels for this organ | Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings.   

Set the Mixer Preset to 2. You can adjust the level of the impulse reverberation (the “wetness”) using the control on 

the screen.  The value of this setting is associated with the particular virtual organ loaded. 
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Now configure the loaded instrument to make use of this audio configuration. 

Click Rank Routing (advanced, multi-channel output) 

Assign the Main output group to each of the ranks of the instrument.  Click on the Rank routing (advanced multi-
channel output). 

 

Only Rank output perspective 1 is assigned to a group (Main) which has any buses; it has the 5 primary buses which 
connect to the speaker pairs A-E.  The allocation algorithm is used to decide which of the primary busses to be used 
when playing sound through this group (like HW 4, but there are more algorithms available in HW 5).  

The effect of not assigning output is provided by assigning the output to a group with no buses in the group.    

Remember you can select multiple items (holding the shift key or holding the control key whilst selecting with the 
mouse) at the same time to speed up the assignment process. 

The audio output system Preset 2 is now set up with an output Bus Group named Main that will play the sound 
through the 5 stereo pairs, subwoofer, headphones and recorder; HW 5 will generate an impulse reverberation and 
play this through the rear stereo pair.  In addition, the generated reverberation will be added to the headphones 
output as well as being included in the recording channel used by Hauptwerk’s built-in audio recorder. 
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You may use this Preset for other sample sets.  Load the organ.  Select audio preset 2.  Configure the loaded 
instrument to make use of this audio configuration.   

 

Click Rank Routing (advanced, multi-channel output) 

Assign output groups Main to each of the ranks of the instrument as appropriate. 
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